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Tutorial 12: Using a Filter to Select Cases
Description
This tutorial focuses on the use of filters in Jamovi to select certain cases for analyses or to
select cases to create new categories. Let’s focus on the Apology_cond variable, which has
three categories (No apology, half apology, full apology). In our dataset, we can create new
categories based on manipulated variables. For example, we can re-group participants on the
basis of no apology vs. full. So this tutorial will describe how to make the Apology_cond
variable into a variable that only uses two categories instead of the 3 categories.
Content
1. Examine Desciptives
2. Create a Filter
3. Change the Filter
1. Examine Descriptives
a. After opening the data set- go to the Analysis tab and you will see the ‘Explore’
option and place Apology_cond into the ‘Variables’ box. Keep in mind that it
does not make sense to report a mean for this variable- it is categorical.
Therefore, you want to look at the frequency data. So check off ‘frequency
tables’.
b. The frequency table shows you how many categories are in the Apology_cond
variable and how participants fall into each category.
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2. Create the Filter
a. Go to the Data tab
b. Click on Filter icon
c. In the formula box, click on the upside down triangle so you can specify variable
and type in command.
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d. The ‘OR’ command will help you select the 2 conditions of interest.

e. Now you can select Apology_cond as a variable and it will only use No or Half
apology in analyses
3. Change the Filter
a. To change the filter so that you compare No apology to Full apology then first
turn off the filter 1 by pressing the X on Filter 1 window.
b. Then, start over and click on variable in filter window

c. Notice we are now specifying 1 and 3 and now you can run analyses
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------------------------------------------------END TUTORIAL-------------------------------------------------
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This Jamovi tutorial is a companion to a video tutorial and these materials were developed
by:
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